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As of early December 2014, 1,170 security breaches under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)

involving 31 million records had been reported to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) since mandated

reporting of such breaches began in September 2009. The number of complaints of medical record security breaches in 2014 also

reached a new high. A spokeswoman for the HHS Office of Civil Rights (OCR) noted that "OCR's strong enforcement of the

HIPAA privacy, security, and breach notification rules, remains very much on track."

On January 17, 2013, HHS released the long-awaited "Omnibus Rule" mandated by the Health Information Technology for

Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, which amends a wide range of privacy, security, and breach notification requirements

under HIPAA. HITECH and the Omnibus Rule represent the most comprehensive set of changes to HIPAA since its inception.

Some of the changes under the Omnibus Rule include: imposing new rules governing uses and disclosures of Protected Health

Information (PHI); enhancing patient rights to access and to restrict disclosure of their PHI; expanding certain HIPAA obligations to

business associates and their subcontractors; modifying breach notification standards; and broadening permissible enforcement

approaches.

HHS is required to perform periodic audits of covered entities' and business associates' compliance with HIPAA and HITECH.

OCR enforces HIPAA and HITECH and in 2011, OCR established a pilot audit program to assess the controls and processes

covered entities and business associates have implemented to comply with the law. Through this program, OCR developed a

protocol for compliance and measured the efforts of 115 entities. A compliance report issued last year sheds light on what covered

entities and business associates can expect from OCR going forward. OCR is ramping up its enforcement efforts and will soon

begin its second round of compliance audits.

Given recent changes to the law, heightened enforcement efforts, and the continuation of the audit program, we recommend that

organizations take the following steps to ensure they are in compliance with existing HIPAA and HITECH obligations and to reduce

their liability:

1. Perform a risk assessment audit. Become familiar with the HIPAA and HITECH requirements applicable to
your organization. Review your existing policies and practices for consistency with your organization's
obligations under HIPAA and HITECH, and work with counsel to perform a risk assessment to determine
where compliance efforts need to be improved. Cooley has developed risk assessment tools for this
purpose.

2. Review and update policies and procedures as necessary. Proactively identify and address HIPAA and
HITECH compliance risks by using what is discovered in your organization's risk assessment to update your
policies and procedures as necessary. Again, your counsel can be helpful here. Cooley has developed
comprehensive policies and procedures and other tools to facilitate HIPAA and HITECH compliance.

3. Encrypt PHI at rest and in transmission. Although encryption is not required by HIPAA and HITECH,
encryption is highly recommended to meet HIPAA and HITECH compliance standards and is required for
certain sensitive information by some states. A breach of encrypted data does not trigger notice obligations
under HIPAA and HITECH. However, based on the observations from the first round of audits and in recent
HIPAA and HITECH breach settlements, OCR considers encryption to be very important. Therefore,
encryption is an area that is expected to be a focus of the next round of audits.

4. Prepare breach response protocol before breaches occur. Another focus area of the next round of audits



will be breach compliance. HITECH and the Omnibus Rule outline breach notification obligations and
penalties for failing to adhere to those requirements. Organizations should ensure that a breach notification
policy is in place that accurately reflects legal requirements and that employees are aware of procedures
that must be taken in case of a potential breach. Effective breach response is more likely when the
company has a solid response plan already in place. Cooley attorneys can help you implement an effective
breach response plan.

5. Ensure adequate insurance is in place to cover breach events and related liability. While not required
under HIPAA or HITECH, insurance coverage for breaches and other privacy and security related liability is
highly recommended. Costs for these types of incidents can quickly become very high. Based on research
conducted by the Ponemon Institute, the average cost per one lost or stolen record in the United States is
$215, and the average cost to a company for each breach incident is $3.5 million.

Proactive HIPAA and HITECH compliance efforts can ensure that your organization is able to successfully complete a potential

OCR audit and mitigate the risk of future losses due to HIPAA and HITECH violations and breaches. Cooley's Health Care Team

has prepared an Audit Toolkit that can assist clients in assessing compliance with HIPAA and HITECH and determine areas for

improvement. Contact us for further information on this topic.
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